
Strategic behaviour-based reasoning withdynamic, partial informationJames Westendorpy? Paul Scerriz Lawrence CavedonyyDept. of Computer Science, R.M.I.T.GPO Box 2476V, Melbourne 3001, Australiafjhw, cavedong@cs.rmit.edu.auz Dept. of Computer Science, Linkoping UniversityS-581 83 Linkoping, Swedenpausc@ida.liu.seAbstract. Behaviour-based agents rely on current perceptions for be-haviour selection. However, this can cause problems in dynamic worldswhere only partial information is available at any point in time, lead-ing to unstable oscillation between behaviours. While retaining previousperceptual information can alleviate this problem, augmenting the be-haviour selection mechanism with a classical approach to belief mainte-nance is not appropriate in truly dynamic environments, since the en-vironment can change without the agent being aware of it. Using ideasfrom dynamic belief networks, we augment behaviour selection with in-formation which is temporally degraded: i.e. information is retained fromprevious percepts but loses certainty, and inuence on behaviour, as timepasses. We have implemented this approach in the RoboCup simulationdomain, using a hierarchical behaviour-based architecture: higher-levelbehaviours provide the agent with the capability to reason about strat-egy, but also require non-local information about the environment. Wedescribe a series of controlled experiments which demonstrate that thisgeneral-purpose approach to information management addresses the spe-ci�c problem of unstable behaviour oscillation, while also improving otheraspects of the agent's performance.1 IntroductionComplex simulated worlds provide important test-beds for autonomous agentsystems, and the RoboCup soccer simulator [5] is becoming increasingly popu-lar as an interesting domain for testing simulated agents. An important aspectof the RoboCup domain is that agents must combine fast reactive behaviourwith the ability to perform long-term strategic reasoning. While behaviour-basedarchitectures have been advocated as an approach suitable to satisfying both re-quirements [2], the problem of managing behaviour interactions so as to engineerlong-term strategic behaviour can be extremely di�cult [7].We have addressed the problem by designing a hierarchical behaviour-basedarchitecture, where higher-level behaviours control the strategic behaviour of? James Westendorp and Paul Scerri are both currently full-time students.



the agent.2 These strategy-level behaviours activate only a select set of lower-level behaviours at any given instance. For example, the strategy-level defendbehaviour will activate a low-level behaviour such as pass but not the shoot-at-goal behaviour. The �nal selected action executed by the agent will depend onthe current situation it �nds itself in: perceptual input is used to \excite" thevarious activated behaviours, and the one deemed most appropriate is selectedfor execution.Strategy-level behaviours are similarly inuenced by the use of perceptualinput. However, the perceptual input appropriate to such behaviours is oftenmore abstract and of a \non-local" nature. For example, the defend strategymay be chosen by an agent when the opposition is in possession of the ball andthe opposition has more players in the attacking part of the �eld than the agent'steam has defenders. In RoboCup, however, only partial information about theworld is present at any time: the simulated vision is limited by both an angular�eld of view and also distance from objects. This means, for example, that theagent may be unable to determine the identity of players in its defensive halfto decide whether its team is outnumbered or not. Since behaviours are directlytied to perceptual input, this can lead to problems: the agent may �nd itselfoscillating between behaviours in an unstable way. For example, a behaviourwe observed was that a defensive agent would move towards its defensive halfto check whether its team was outnumbered, discover that it wasn't, move backtowards a more attacking position, then immediatelymove back to check whetherit was outnumbered in defence, and so on.Rather than devising a special-purpose approach to the problem, such asadding a signi�cant \inertial" component to the behaviour selection, we decidedto modify the behaviour selection process to take account of previous perceptualinput. However, given the dynamic nature of the RoboCup domain|in partic-ular, the environment changes without the agent necessarily being aware of thechange|older retained information is less reliable in its accuracy, and must havecorrespondingly less inuence on the selection of behaviours. Hence, classical ap-proaches to belief maintenance were inappropriate. The approach we were usedwas loosely based on ideas from dynamic belief networks [4, 8]. In particular,perceptual information is retained over time, but becomes less certain the olderit is, leading to a notion of temporal decay .We have implemented a behaviour-based architecture, including the tempo-ral decay aspect, in the RoboCup domain and performed a series of controlledexperiments to test the e�ects of adding the temporal decay. We found thatallowing temporally decayed information to inuence behaviour selection signif-icantly improved the performance of the system, both with respect to reducingthe instability of the oscillation between behaviours, as well as certain aspectsof the agents' play.2 Hierarchical behaviour-based architectures have also been proposed by Tyrrell [10]and Blumberg [1].



2 A behaviour-based architecture for RoboCupIn this section, we describe the hierarchical behaviour-based architecture forthe agent, minus the temporal decay component. The architecture uses a multi-layered approach, in which each layer is e�ectively an independent behaviour-based system, as shown in Figure 1. Each layer has its own set of behaviours, andall the layers run asynchronously. This was designed to simplify the managementof behaviour interaction, as each layer contains only a small number of activebehaviours at any given point. Behaviour selection is performed on the basis oflevel of activation (c.f. [6]), a main factor of which is perceptual input.
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generic behavioursFig. 1. The layered design of the behaviour-based system.As shown in the �gure, there are a number of generic behaviours, each ofwhich controls a \type" of action (e.g. kick-to-a-point). Instantiating a behaviourinvolves selecting a generic behaviour and possibly supplying a parameter to it(e.g. the pair of coordinates of the point to kick to). This is described in moredetail below.2.1 General architectureThe multi-layer architecture consists of increasingly abstract behaviours as wemove up the hierarchy. The lowest layer interacts directly with the RoboCupserver, receiving percepts from and sending commands to the server. Each higherlayer a�ects the layer directly below it, by instantiating new sets of behavioursfor the lower layers. Behaviour instantiation is discussed in more detail below.Each layer also contains a control loop and a world model (discussed later).The control loop is responsible for selecting the most applicable behaviour andexecuting it, and also for telling the world model when to update itself.3In the lowest layer, execution of a behaviour involves sending a commandto the server, while at higher levels it causes a new set of behaviours to beinstantiated in the layer immediately below. This results in changing sets of3 While this aspect of the system seems to contravene aspects of behaviour-basedsystems, it is appropriate for the RoboCup simulation environment, which is basicallya discrete-event simulation system.



active behaviours throughout the life of the agent, which allows us to have asmaller set of behaviours for each level rather than having a single huge setof possible behaviours active at any given time in each layer. This reduces theproblem of managing interactions between behaviours in such a way to producethe desired behaviour of the agent. It also allows for an easier way of providingstrategic behaviour, as each strategy can instantiate a speci�c set of behaviourswhich are relevant to it.At present there are three layers in the system. These are the action, strat-egy and style layers. The most abstract layer is the style layer. It contains be-haviours related to the state of the game, such as normalPlay , ourKickO� andtheirCorner . Each of these behaviours instantiates a new set of strategy levelbehaviours appropriate to the game state. For example ourCorner instantiatesattack and takeCorner , while the style layer behaviour theirKickO� instantiatesdefend as the new behaviour in the strategy layer.The strategy layer contains behaviours related to �eld-level strategies, whichdetermine the player's overall position on the �eld. It contains behaviours such asattack , defend and chase, each of which creates a di�erent set of lower behavioursin the action layer which are appropriate to the given strategy. For instance,attack will instantiate a kick for goal behaviour, defend won't.The action layer is the lowest layer, and is the simplest both in behaviours andactions. It contains behaviours related to the performing of a single action. Thesebehaviours roughly translate into one or two server commands. For example, themoveTo behaviour sends a Turn command followed by a Dash command to theserver, while kickTo just sends a Kick command (with appropriate parameters).Each layer also contains its own simple world model which contains infor-mation relevant to the behaviours in that layer. RoboCup percepts are discrete,not continuous, and all the layers of the agent run asynchronously, hence thepercepts need to be processed and stored. Also, since the RoboCup server ac-cepts actions at a faster rate than it provides percepts, the world informationfor the actions between perceptual cycles needs to be stored. Without temporaldecay, the system uses a simple world model to store the information|each timea layer cycles through its control loop, it extracts appropriate information fromthe percept, and uses this to create a new world model for each layer. The infor-mation stored in higher-level layers is also increasingly abstract. For example,in the action layer, information about player positions is stored, while in thestrategy layer, only information about the number of players in various zones ofthe �eld is stored.2.2 Behaviour selectionA behaviour consists of two parts, a generic part and a parameter part. Thegeneric part provides the functionality of the behaviour, while the parametergives speci�c values to each instance of the behaviour. For example, each moveTobehaviour causes the player to move, however the location the player moves tois determined by the parameters. This allows re-use of behaviour code, andalso allows multiple instantiations of the same generic behaviour to be active at



once|e.g. there could be two di�erent moveTo behaviours which have di�erentposition parameters active at one time.Behaviour selection is based on the activation levels of the behaviours in alayer. The behaviour with the highest activation is selected and executed. Eachbehaviour's activation level consists of three values which are added together:applicability , priority and persistence.4 Applicability is a measure of how useful abehaviour is at any time. This depends on the current state of the world, and canchange with each percept. Applicability is the means by which high reactivityis achieved, as a behaviour with low applicability in one turn may suddenlybecome highly applicable in the next as the world changes. For instance, kickTomay have a low applicability when the ball is not within kicking distance ofthe agent. However, if, on the next turn the ball moves near the player, theapplicability increases, reecting the increased usefulness of the behaviour.Priority is a measure of how desirable the behaviour is overall. It is a con-stant value and remains �xed over the instantiation of a behaviour. Prioritiesallow exibility in modelling the agent's characteristics. For example, a playercan be made more likely to be a defender than an attacker simply by modify-ing the priorities of attack and defend . Persistence is a small value added toa behaviour's activation which decreases over time, as the behaviour remainsthe most active. This is intended to reduce oscillation in player behaviours, bymaking the currently active behaviour slightly more preferable.
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An example of behaviour activation is illustrated in Figure 2. The situation isone where the ball is not initially visible. Of the various active behaviours, kickToand moveToBall have little or no applicability since they require the ball to beseen. searchForBall has a high applicability and is the most activated behaviour,so it is executed this turn. At the next point, the ball is seen and the applicabilityof searchForBall drops. However, the ball is not within kicking distance, so theapplicability of kickTo remains low, and moveToBall has a higher applicability.At time t+2, the player has moved within kicking distance, and kickTo becomesthe most highly applicable and a corresponding Kick command is sent to theRoboCup server for execution.2.3 Engineering strategic behaviourThe hierarchical approach to the behaviour-based architecture facilitated sim-pli�ed engineering of strategic behaviour. In particular, the particular strategycurrently being pursued by the agent can be selected independently of the se-lection of the action-level behaviour. In a \at" behaviour-based architecture,the system designer must identify the di�erent inuences, both from the cur-rent strategy as well as the perceptual inputs, on each individual behaviourand weight these inputs in such a way that leads to the appropriate low-levelbehaviour being selected. This becomes increasingly complex for agents whichmay pursure multiple \goals" simultaneously and is a recognised problem forsuch architectures [1, 7].By allowing a strategy-level behaviour to instantiate multiple behaviours atthe action level, the ability to react at the lowest level is not compromised: forexample, the agent can switch between action-level behaviours without needingto rethink its strategy if it needs to in order to react to a change in the world.3 Extending the world models temporallyThe basic agent system as described above was sometimes observed to have aproblem with unstable oscillation between behaviours, particularly in the strat-egy layer. One possible approach to rectifying the problem was to simply increasethe persistence factor of the overall activation. However, this was seen as ignor-ing the root of the problem, which we conjectured to be the lack of any retentionof information over time. Behaviour selection is based on activation level, whichis in turn based on the current world state. As players only receive a partialview of the world at any one time, the applicability of behaviours was not basedon the actual world state, but only on the visible part of the world. This wasnoticed most obviously in the strategy layer, where the applicabilities of attackand defend are based on the spread of players across the entire �eld. For exam-ple, a player standing in defence sees that its team outnumbers the oppositionin defence, so the applicability of defend drops, and attack becomes more highlyactivated. However, as the player moves into attack, it can no longer see theplayers in defence, and so defend becomes more activated. The player returns



to defence, and the cycle continues. Using persistence slowed the rate of oscil-lation but did not solve the problem, as oscillation is the symptom of a greaterproblem, which is the incomplete picture of the world which the player has.To address this problem, the player needs a more complete picture of theworld on which to base its action selection. This is most obviously built upby retaining perceptual information across time. However, RoboCup is a trulydynamic environment in that the agent is not necessarily informed of change.Hence, any retained perceptual information must decrease in its certainty astime passes. To model this, we use ideas from dynamic belief networks.3.1 Dynamic belief networks and temporal decayTo model beliefs where reliability can change over time we use the notion of tem-poral decay of beliefs. This concept is adapted from dynamic belief networks [4, 8]which are themselves a type of Bayesian network to which has been added a tem-poral component. A dynamic belief network has many states, one for each timeslice, and each state can itself be a Bayesian network.5 Each state is connectedto the previous state and receives the previous world state as evidence for thenew state, along with the current perceptual information.This passing of information forward through time requires a temporal decayfunction, which models the information's loss of reliability over time as we moveforward through time. Of course, it may be that the information loses no valueover time, in which case it would be carried across with probability 1, but thisis an unlikely situation in a dynamic world. We experimented with the use ofdi�erent temporal decay functions. The simplest function involved linear decayover time: i.e. if t is the number of time-points since a percept was observed,then that percept's reliability is given by f(t) = 1� t5 .A more accurate model of the reliability of old information was obtained byplaying 10 games involving the original teams, logging player and ball movement.An analysis of the data led to an exponential decay function: f(t) = 1� 2t10 . Ofcourse, this function was constructed based on the movements of our originalteam only (and would therefore not necessarily be accurate for predicting relia-bility of information relating to other teams); however, we assumed that (in theabsence of better models of prediction) this function would su�ce for decay ofall information for the purposes of our experiments.As each percept is received, the appropriate information is extracted, \time-stamped", and added to the world models. Old perceptual information is dis-carded when its reliability drops below a threshold lower bound.6 For reasonsof e�ciency, little data reconciliation is performed|i.e. there is little checkingthat an object in the current percept is the same object in a previous percept.The only such reconciliation is when a player can be unambiguously identi�ed5 Although we do not provide the full power of a dynamic belief network (i.e. eachstate is not a full Bayesian network), the architecture is designed in such a way asto leave open the possibility of such an extension.6 An alternative option was to keep a �xed-size \window" of states [4].



(e.g. by shirt-number), or when the object has moved only minimally betweenpercepts and no other similar object is nearby. This means that some objectsmay inuence behaviour selection more than once, via presence in the currentpercept and in previous percepts. However, we believe the experiments describedbelow indicate that this is not a serious problem in the current implementation.3.2 Inuencing the behavioursWe extended the behaviour-based architecture described in the previous sectionso as to retain perceptual information over time, and to allow such informationto inuence the applicability of behaviours, although in a temporally degradedway|i.e. the older the perceptual information, the less inuence it has on theapplicability of the behaviours. This modi�cation was made at each layer in thesystem: the process of abstraction of information from the current percept isperformed independently at each layer (rather than abstracting information forthe strategy layer from the world models of the action layer), avoiding problemswith duplication of information at higher layers.The e�ect of the retained information on behaviours is straight-forward: re-tained perceptual information inuences the applicability of the relevant be-haviours, after being appropriately decayed. For example, the behaviour to Passto a position x may be applicable at time t because of some percept at someprevious time which showed a teammate at x. The teammate may not have beenseen at time t (e.g. if the player was facing a di�erent way), but the retainedperceptual information will still inuence the Pass behaviour with strength f(t0),where f is the decay function and t0 is the number of percepts received sincethe teammate was seen. Similarly, in the strategy layer, previously perceivedinformation about the number of teammates in the defensive part of the �eldshould keep the applicability of the attack behaviour high enough to prevent os-cillations to defend when the player is too far up�eld to perceive the identity ofplayers. Figure 3 illustrates this organisation|in general, information retainedfrom earlier than the immediately preceding time slice will also inuence theselection of behaviour.The inuence of retained information can be illustrated by the earlier exampleof passing to a teammate that is not perceived in the current percept. In Figure 4,the situation on the lower left indicates where previous percepts are not retainedand the applicability of the Pass behaviour is low and a KickTo behaviour (toa chosen position on the �eld) is executed. The situation on the lower right, onthe other hand, illustrates how retaining the previous perceptual informationincreases the applicability of the Pass behaviour so that it is in fact selected.Of course, as time passes, the reliability of the information about the presenceof the teammate also drops, and the use of the temporal decay function causesthe corresponding applicability of the Pass behaviour to also drop away (unlessthe teammate is perceived another time), leading to a point in the future wherethe KickTo behaviour is the more highly activated, and therefore selected forexecution. Such behaviour was indeed observed when testing the system.
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With  temporal decayWithout temporal decayFig. 4. Example behaviour activations with and without retention of previous percepts3.3 Experimental evaluationTo evaluate the e�ect of allowing temporally decayed old information to a�ectbehaviour selection, we have run a series of experiments.7 The primary issue wewere interested in was the stability of oscillation between behaviours: in partic-ular, we expected to observe a given behaviour at the strategy level remaining7 Simulated domains are particularly conducive to such experiments, of course, allow-ing controlled environments and an opportunity to automatically gather a rich setof data.



active for more consecutive turns under the revised model. However, we alsogathered data on other aspects relevant to the domain to test whether the re-vised agents performed better than the original ones.The �nal list of test criteria for performance was the following:{ number of goals scored{ amount of game time (measured in turns) for which the team had posses-sion of the ball{ the number of successful passes between teammates{ the spreading factor: i.e. whether players kept out of their teammates' way{ stability of strategy-level behavioursAs well as Stability, we were most particularly interested in the number of suc-cessful Passes and the Spreading of the players, since improvement on these cri-teria would indicate an improved \awareness" of other teammates, attributableto the improved perceptual processing.We ran a series of controlled experiments, measuring the e�ect of allowingtemporally decayed information to a�ect behaviour selection, with respect to thecriteria listed above. The \control" team was one with no retained information:i.e. the decay function was set to 0. The control data was obtained by running10 games of the control team playing against itself, with four players per team,giving data from 20 teams.8Next, we obtained data on the teams which retained temporally decayedinformation. We ran 20 games each for the linear-decay function team againstthe control team, and for the exponential-decay function team against the controlteam. Again, in all cases there were four players per team.The experimental results for the comparisons of linear-function team versuscontrol team, exponential-function team versus control team, and linear-functionteam versus exponential-function team are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The �nalcolumn in each table shows the result of a t-test , a statistical test of signi�canceappropriate for sample sizes of less than about 30.9 For a standard t-test, acon�dence factor (i.e. chance of error) of 0.05 or less is generally required tosupport a hypothesis; for a two-tailed t-test (which we have used), a level of0.025 is usually required [3].Control Control Linear LinearMeasurable Mean St Dev Mean St Dev t-testGoals scored 1.85 1.31 1.85 1.31 0.500Possession 335 143 312 116 0.287Passes 16.6 6.37 20 5.4 0.061Spreading 16.8 2.81 19.9 2.15 0.000Stability 4.16 0.23 6.07 0.39 0.0008 Cohen [3, page116] suggests that, "If you cannot draw a reasonably certain conclusionfrom a sample size of 20 or 30, then perhaps there is no conclusion to be drawn".9 We used a two-sample, two-tailed t-test in each case, since we were comparing twosamples with unknown direction of change of means.



Table 1: results for control team against linear-function teamControl Control Expon ExponMeasurable Mean St Dev Mean St Dev t-testGoals scored 1.85 1.31 2.15 1.18 0.226Possession 335 143 348 147 0.388Passes 16.6 6.37 20.2 7.54 0.058Spreading 16.8 2.81 19.3 3.08 0.005Stability 4.16 0.23 5.47 0.25 0.000Table 2: results for control team against exponential-function teamLinear Linear Expon ExponMeasurable Mean St Dev Mean St Dev t-testGoals scored 1.85 1.31 2.15 1.18 0.226Possession 312 116 348 147 0.194Passes 20 5.4 20.2 7.54 0.387Spreading 19.9 2.15 19.3 3.08 0.222Stability 6.07 0.39 5.47 0.25 0.000Table 3: results for linear-function team against exponential-function teamFrom the tables, we can see that both the linear- and exponential-functionteams provide statistically signi�cant improvements over the control team inthe Stability of behaviours; interestingly, the linear-function team is a slight im-provement on the exponential-function team. This indicates that the approachto behaviour stability via improved information processing is a sound one; how-ever, it would seem that the choice of decay function used is not as important asthe fact that one is used at all, since the carefully crafted exponential-functiondecay function performed no better than the simple linear decay function in theStability (and not signi�cantly better in the other measurables).Looking at the other tabulated measurables, i.e. those relating to playingperformance, there are improvements on all variables (except for Possession)over the control team. However, of these, only improved Spreading of playersis statistically signi�cant, although the increase in successful Passes is close toacceptable. These results suggest that the improved information processing hadsome bene�t in the selection of appropriate behaviours. In particular, the simplemodel temporal decay does not lead to a decrease in performance, which is apossibility given the dynamic nature of the environment|e.g. if information isretained without decay of reliability, it may lead to inappropriate actions beingexecuted, such as passing to a player that is no longer at the believed position.Similar experiments were also performed with teams of various sizes, and itwas found that the above improvements seemed to become more pronounced asteam size grew, as would be expected since improved information managementbecomes more important when there are more objects. However, because of alack of independence in the data (it was collected from opposing teams playingin the same game), we were hesitant to draw strong conclusions based on it.



4 ConclusionWe have implemented a behaviour-based system for the simulated RoboCup do-main, using a hierarchically layered approach. This architecture was designedspeci�cally to allow strategic behaviour to be more easily implemented in abehaviour-based system, alleviating the standard problem of managing the in-teraction of large numbers of behaviours.An important extension to the basic architecture was to retain perceptualinformation across time, resolving the problem of having only partial informa-tion available in the percepts received from the RoboCup server. Because of thedynamic nature of the domain, information must be considered increasingly un-reliable as it ages, even if the agent does not perceive anything that contradictsit. This was handled by allowing the inuence of the information on behaviourselection to decay with time.The improved information processing resulted in some de�nite improvements.In particular, unstable oscillations in behaviours were diminished and aspects ofthe agent's ability in the domain were also improved. Crucially, this was at nocost to the agent's ability to react quickly to the domain|an action is requiredfrom the agent by the RoboCup server each 0.1 of a second, and this requirementwas always successfully met.Further improvements to the system include experimentation to improve thebehaviour selection function (e.g. di�erent weightings on applicability) as wellas more advanced information processing (e.g. better data reconciliation).References1. B. Blumberg and T. Gaylean. Multi-level control of autonomous animated crea-tures for real-time virtual environments. In Siggraph 95 Proceedings, 1995.2. R. Brooks. Intelligence without reason. In International Joint Conference onArti�cial Intelligence, Sydney, 1991. (Computers and Thought lecture).3. P. Cohen. Empirical Methods for Arti�cial Intelligence. MIT press, 1995.4. T. L. Dean and M. P. Wellman. Planning and Control. Morgan Kaufman, SanMateo, CA, 1991.5. H. Kitano, M. Asada, Y. Kuniyoshi, I. Noda, and E. Osawa. Robocup: The robotworld cup initiative. In IJCAI-95 workshop on Entertainment and AI/ALife, Mon-treal, 1995.6. P. Maes. Situated agents can have goals. In P. Maes, editor, Designing Au-tonomous Agents. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1990.7. P. Maes. Modeling adaptive autonomous agents. Arti�cial Life Journal, 1, 1994.8. A. Nicholson and J. Brady. Dynamic belief networks for discrete monitoring. IEEESystems, Man and Cybernetics, 24(11):1593{1610, 1993.9. S. Russell and P. Norvig. Arti�cial Intelligence, A Modern Approach. Prentice-Hall, 1995.10. T. Tyrrell. Computational mechanisms for action selection. PhD thesis, Centrefor Cognitive Science, University of Edinburgh, 1993.This article was processed using the LATEX macro package with LLNCS style


